5A Victor, Zhang Yongzhi (33)
Writing 1 Learning English through Sports Communication

From Chris Chris.fung@smc.edu.com
To: Mrs Hong principal@smc.edu.com
Subject: School Assembly
Dear Principal,
I have already received the letter about the speech during school assembly form you and I
have some suggestions about which sports celebrity is suitable to be invited to give a speech.
The person I suggest to invite is Dwyan Wade who is one of the most famous and valuable
basketball players in the world. Wade was born on 17 January 1982 in Chicago, a big city in
Illinois which is a state of United States. Now he plays for Heart which won two-time NBA
champion and he was named the 2006 NBA finals most valuable player and the 2010 NBA
All-star Game most valuable player. Moreover, he helped the USA Basketball team to win
Olympics champion twice. However, before he became a sport super star, he has undergone
some big difficulties. Wade’s parents separated after his birth shortly and his family
struggled financially and was eventually forced to go on welfare but he has come through all
this struggles and finally started to play basketball which changed his whole life. With his
determined, fearless, hard-working personality and talent of playing basketball, he always
gives a nearly perfect data in every single game.
There are several reasons that Dwyane Wade is the suitable person. First, he is a famous
basketball player and also an idol of many basketball lovers. Basketball is a very popular
sport among the youth. If we invite Dwyane Wade to be our guest speaker, it can attract
students’ attentions at the assembly. In addition, his passion for sports can be a model that
students can learn the sportsmanship from him. He can have a mega influence on the
promotion of sport in our school.
The celebrity could cover his stories of playing basketball games and his road to success
as he is such a good example of achieving a success with efforts. He shows us that no great
person can foresee the great achievement will happen on them and with hope, we can have
dreams, with dream, we have the chance of success.
Inviting Dwyane Wade not only can promote sports in the school, but also he can be a role
model for our student as well. If you consider my suggestion and invite Dwyane Wade to be
our guest speaker, it will bring a gigantic positive influence on the students.
Best regards,
Chris Fung

